Mobile printing

PLOSSYS® DocPrint
by SEAL Systems

Mobile printing and
Secure & PickUp Printing
using an app.
Device independent, transparent
and secure.

Mobile printing
With PLOSSYS DocPrint, you can print out documents, photos or e-mails and
attachments from mobile devices to any printer on the network.

Secure & Pickup Printing
Secure & Pickup Printing or Pull Printing means that a print job stays in the
Output Management System until the user authenticates it to an output
device using their mobile device. Only then will it be processed and sent to
the device. This ensures secure printing of confidential data without instal-
ling additional hardware and software on the output device.
**How does it work?**
The modular Output Management System by SEAL Systems (PLOSSYS netdome) enables you to carry out company-wide mobile printing, easily and securely. As we have developed our solutions ourselves, we are able to respond to customer requirements individually.

Depending on which conversion blocks you use for PLOSSYS netdome, PLOSSYS DocPrint can be used to print out all PDF, TIFF, and JPG neutral formats, and all Microsoft Office or Open Office formats, including CAD formats, via convenient PLOSSYS netdome printing functions.

**Printing with PLOSSYS DocPrint is so easy**

1. Click on „open with“
2. Select „Import with DocPrint“
3. Then select „print“
Requirements

- PLOSSYS netdome as a central Output Management System or cloud printing (SaaS)
- Licensing of the PLOSSYS netdome mobile gateway
- Installation of the PLOSSYS DocPrint app on the corresponding mobile device

Benefits

- Company-wide solution for connecting entire printer fleet
- Secure & PickUp Printing: Print documents on any printer via authentication (even printers without display!)
- Hardware independence: No third-party software necessary on printer hardware Print any document or email
- High level of security: all services are secured by high availability
- Integration into existing Mobile Device Management System (MDM)
- Rights management via LDAP / AD connection
- Future-proof alignment via integration into mobile processes
- User-friendly operation
- Print costs can be divided according to cost centers

Special security feature

Lost or stolen devices can be centrally locked against further use of PLOSSYS DocPrint. Therefore your print infrastructure is protected against unauthorized access.

PLOSSYS DocPrint is available for Google Android and Apple iOS.

Contact

Do you have any questions?
André Schnibbe,
Business Development,
is happy to help you
+49 (0) 91 95-926 137
andre.schnibbe@sealsystems.de
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